Call for the Summer AID
Annual Introduction Days (AID) is one of the most welcoming events at Wageningen for the new students. This year’s
AID is aimed at a more integrated environment and to make everyone feel welcome. During the AID, students are
enabled to make friends all over the world and make a lot of precious memories at Wageningen.

Association Presentations (AP)
Hereby we are inviting all the international student unions, associations and organizations to get in contact with us,
about presence of your organization during the summer AID. We want to show via the Association Presentations
(AP),the diversity of the University and all that Wageningen has to offer.
Examples for an AP activity could be a movie/musical/theatre or interactive presentation with songs (this is what the
big associations do). An AP could start with a brief introduction of your organization and what you offer to students.
After the presentation, you could give the opportunity to have an informal chat with ‘members’ of your organization.
You can also shortly present yourselves and provide a workshop afterward. It’s always nice to have some food to
hand out :) We are open to any kind of idea’s as long as it becomes clear for students who you are and what you do.
So we invite you to come up with something unique!
Specific examples:
Last year, the AP of Ceres, KSV and SSR performed a play. The story was about a high school student arriving in
Wageningen and getting to know the possibilities of the associations. Nji-Sri had a different setup. They played a PPT
presentation in the first room entered by the AID participants. This presentation was played repeatedly so people
can walk in at any time. After the presentation, the AID participants move to the next room in which they have
organized a beer/water estafette.
You can also arrange a brainstorm session with the board to find feasible activities to host if your organization wants
to participate but hasn’t got any idea yet.

Religious morning
For the religious morning, the AID board is looking for other religions regarding the AID's policy pillar inclusiveness to
join this event. We want to let everyone feel welcome in Wageningen, despite your cultural or religious background.
The religious morning is aimed at getting in touch with likeminded people. We are therefore looking for people who
would like to participate in providing an religious morning aimed at Muslims, Buddhist or any other religion. The
setup of the religious morning is open for discussion, just step by our office to see the possibilities.

Questions for you and your organization:
Are you or your organization interested in participating?
Do you like the ideas that been proposed above?
Are there any other ideas/new input on how the AID can make these nice events with lots of integration?
Let the AID board know your organization’s contact person or email address for more information and cooperation!
Any opinions and new ideas are welcome!
AID board contact email: info.aid@wur.nl, address: forum building room 401
Or give the board a call at +31 317 484 200
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